QAiRA helps medical device manufacturers to easily manage and track their own products' regulations and standards and keep them updated; this saves valuable time of quality personnel. QAiRA covers the European medical device regulations at launch, global regulations in the near future.

**MY REGULATIONS**
Choose legislations, standards and guidance, significant to your company and your product, and let QAiRA keep you up-to-date in the upcoming regulatory changes.

**MY FEEDS**
My Feeds gathers the current topics about medical device’s standards and regulations and compiles them to a single, user customizable stream.

**MY TOOLKIT**
My Toolkit contains the essential, easy-to-use tools needed to ensure the regulatory compliance of your products and quality management system. Tools of My Toolkit can be linked to quality management system documents and technical documents creating a structured, comprehensive big picture.

Contact us, info@qaira.io, and we to tell you more!